ThermaBind L.grain Cover 1.5mm Rbl
Transparent front 150mic with LeatherGrain back 250gsm
IB451003

Overview
With the GBC ThermaBind™ system, you can achieve a perfectbound ‘paperback book
look’ in seconds to give your documents a truly professional, ‘published’ feel. The secret lies
in the unique, preformed ThermaBind™ Covers containing a high contact adhesive strip.
The glue penetrates into the fibres of the paper to form a totally secure spine and
permanently bound pages that are great for filing, stacking and mailing. It’s a quick, clean
process with no need for fiddly holes, tapes or fasteners. All ThermaBind™ Covers come
with 150micron transparent front covers for easy reading of the title page. You can then
choose from three types of white back covers (Standard, Optimal or PET) or two types of
embossed finishes – LinenWeave™ or LeatherGrain™  enabling you to customise
documents to suit the content, your audience and your company image.

Description
With the GBC ThermaBind™ system, you can achieve a perfectbound ‘paperback book
look’ in seconds to give your documents a truly professional, ‘published’ feel. It’s a perfect
example of a complicated professional bindery process made simple for the office user. The
secret lies in the unique, preformed ThermaBind™ Covers which come loaded with a high
contact adhesive strip. The glue penetrates firmly into the fibres of your sheets to form a
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totally secure 'spine', exactly like a paperback book. The spine is integrated into the cover
itself to form one unique piece, making the process simple, clean and quick with no need for
fiddly holes, tapes or fasteners. The profile of the glue strip is designed in a 'U' to ensure that
the first and last pages are in contact with the adhesive for 100% page security, making
ThermaBind™ ideal for legal, contractual and personnel documents. Whatever the size of
your document, just follow the easy, 3step ThermaBind™ process to ensure the best
results. Simply: 1. Collate all your pages and square them up carefully before inserting them
into the correct capacity of ThermaBind™ Cover. 2. Place the collated pages and covers into
the unit which must be at 'ready' temperature status. The exact duration of each bind will
depend on the model of thermal binder used. 3. Wait for the binding process 'completion
signal' then allow the bound document to cool to ensure maximum bond strength before use
(approximately 30 seconds depending on the room temperature).
With the GBC ThermaBind™ system, you can achieve a perfectbound ‘paperback book
look’ in seconds to give your documents a truly professional, ‘published’ feel. It’s a perfect
example of a complicated professional bindery process made simple for the office user. The
secret lies in the unique, preformed ThermaBind™ Covers which come loaded with a high
contact adhesive strip. The glue penetrates firmly into the fibres of your sheets to form a
totally secure 'spine', exactly like a paperback book. The spine is integrated into the cover
itself to form one unique piece, making the process simple, clean and quick with no need for
fiddly holes, tapes or fasteners. The profile of the glue strip is designed in a 'U' to ensure that
the first and last pages are in contact with the adhesive for 100% page security, making
ThermaBind™ ideal for legal, contractual and personnel documents. Whatever the size of
your document, just follow the easy, 3step ThermaBind™ process to ensure the best
results. Simply: 1. Collate all your pages and square them up carefully before inserting them
into the correct capacity of ThermaBind™ Cover. 2. Place the collated pages and covers into
the unit which must be at 'ready' temperature status. The exact duration of each bind will
depend on the model of thermal binder used. 3. Wait for the binding process 'completion
signal' then allow the bound document to cool to ensure maximum bond strength before use
(approximately 30 seconds depending on the room temperature).

Features
•
•
•
•
•

Feature a 150 micron, transparent PVC front cover for easy reading of the title page.
Available in a choice of 6 colour options.
Available in A4 size only.
Available in sizes 1.5mm up to 8mm so you can bind from 15 to 70 sheets.
Can be stored in conventional archiving folders using a GBC FileStrip (up to 8mm covers
only).
• Come with a 240gsm LeatherGrain™ embossed back for a professional image.
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